Scopus includes

75+ million records
- 68 million post-1970 records, including references
- 6.5+ million pre-1970 records going back as far as 1788
- 8.5+ million Open Access articles
- 9+ million Conference papers

24,600+ active titles
- 23,500+ peer-reviewed journals, of which more than 4,000 are Gold Open Access
- 740+ book series
- 300+ trade publications
- Articles-in-press (i.e., articles that have been accepted for publication) from over 8,000 titles from international publishers, including Cambridge University Press, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

194,000+ books
- Including monographs, edited volumes, major reference works and graduate level text books
- Focuses on social sciences and arts & humanities, but also includes science, technology & medicine (STM)

Scopus content coverage by subject area:

Health Sciences
25%
7,468 titles

Life Sciences
16%
4,883 titles

Physical Sciences
27%
8,102 titles

Social Sciences
32%
9,692 titles

Note: Journal titles may belong to more than one subject area.
Source: Scopus title list, February 2019

Independent Content Selection

Newly suggested titles are reviewed – using transparent criteria – by the independent and international Scopus Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB). Visit our info site to learn more about Scopus content policies: [www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/content/content-policy-and-selection](http://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/content/content-policy-and-selection)
Go beyond search.

Research is a complex pursuit. More than ever, finding the right result is as important as uncovering trends, discovering sources and collaborators, and analyzing the results for further insights.

In addition to the search tools designed to help navigate across the over 75 million items indexed, Scopus also provides features to help researchers go beyond search, into discovery and analysis.

Search:
- Search by document, author or affiliation, or use Advanced Search
- Refine results by access type, source type, year, language, author, affiliation, funding sponsor and more
- Link to full-text articles your institution already subscribes to, along with other library resources
- Use the Document Download Manager to bulk retrieve results in .pdf format
- Export data to reference managers such as Mendeley, RefWorks and EndNote
- Stay up-to-date with Email Alerts, RSS and HTML feeds

Discover:
- Find related documents by shared references, authors and/or keywords
- Identify collaborators or subject experts with Author Identifier
- Clarify your identity through integration with ORCID
- Identify and match an organization with its research output using Affiliation Identifier
- Benefit from indexing with Universal Discovery Services: EBSCOhost, Primo and Summon
- Take advantage of interoperability with other Elsevier solutions including ScienceDirect, Reaxys, Engineering Village and SciVal

Analyze:
- Track citations over time for a set of authors or documents using Citation Overview
- Assess trends in search results with Analyze Results
- View h-index for specific authors
- Analyze an author’s publishing output and research impact with Author Evaluator
- Gain insight into journal performance with Compare Journals, a tool allowing you to analyze journals across multiple metrics, including CiteScore, SNIP and SJR

Seamless Integration
Did you know? Scopus has free APIs that allow you to use select data – such as cited by counts – on your website, institutional repository or research information system.
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